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ANSWER IN THE WOOD  

 

This cool green wood attends in silence 

 to catch the last clear rays of light 

 with upturned brittle boughs before the mist rises to blanket the valley beyond 

 this forest. Vast verge softens the heat, lightens the gloom of evening, and 

for brief silver seconds the world shifts and shimmers, 

 buzzing with the fragrance of fecundity. 

Dusky timber so constant and fern-blanketed earth so fragile 

an ephemeral awakening in the seconds before being swallowed up by night. 

 

I inhale the sweet breath of day-warmed soil, 

 opening my eyes to study its fruit, and the prospect before me leaps into my bones.  

Memories, old lessons, surface:  Here is where I played, 

I stood in the shadows and watched --my mind alive, hearing finely tuned, 

I could not hold myself back for more than a moment, 

But ran tumbling into the dimness looking for something I could not name. 

It was solid, infinite, immutable as glass, but elusive. 

The vibrant pitch of waiting, growing greenery  

would filter through when all was silent, and as quickly, was lost 

 when I turned away and left youth behind for the outside world. 

 

I must return to the wood, 

go back and walk those paths along which I ran as a child: 

To examine bark, and leaf, and twig, 

touching needle-strewn beds of moss, 

gazing intently at the pattern of life within each tiny sprout and curling lichen. 

Something rests here, which helped me to make peace with my world, 

and I need to find that, to once more make it a part of me 

the young part, the growing, wondering, reflecting part, 
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the part of me which accepts, and believes in the future, 

and grows wiser, knowing. 

 

For wisdom's call is an echo of nature 

a teasing, beckoning vibration we never can ignore: 

We mature like the wood; we stretch our limbs, wanting deep within our roots  

to reach into that delicate dimness, and dig down where vitality sleeps 

restrained, cocooning a consequence vast, precious, and green... 

What is it that we do not acknowledge? We are lost, after a time. And so  

empty, we return to the wood, we look at every tree and branch; 

Our faces shimmer in reflected tadpole-laden pools where butterflies  

flicker under the shadows in showers of raindrops filtering light from the sky. 

A billion bursts of energy combine every second --and slowly, we understand. 

 

The forest remains. Here is the whole. 

Each season’s thrum the mustard seed cracks open 

sinking limbs to feed on ripened, aged crust. Love doesn’t die, but bodies do;  

the very arms we use to clasp will wither away to dust. 

 So we embrace our loss when we can do no more, grasping bitter branches and  

cascading leaves, we weave a home and rest within it,  

trickling brook beside, moldering flank beneath, and blessed breeze. 

We are a symphony by chance revelation. 

We live and love til we succumb, yet still  

we are webbed with pulsing life, a hungry muddle of anticipation;  

that frees us from lonely possibility, and sure demise. 


